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Abstract
Adequate soft tissue coverage is a corner stone for successful hand reconstruction in traumatic patients
allowing for hand mobilization and rehabilitation. In this case report, a modified application of reverse
radial adipofascial forearm flap for the simultaneous reconstruction of the palm for traumatic defect is
presented. The patient was a 42- year-old man with a history of right palmar avulsion trauma in a car
accident. Initially, the patient underwent skin grafts twice, but the symptoms did not improve. Then a
distally based reverse radial adipofascial forearm flap with a dimension 15*7cm was planned. The flap
was transposed to the palmar defect. After the flap is inserted, the donor defect was closed primarily.
After 5 days, the patient underwent a split thickness skin graft to cover the flap. After surgery, a
satisfactory coverage is observed in the recipient area. Although, longer time will be needed for
complete evaluation of hand function but in early post operative period hand function and pain improved
with compared to pre operative time. The advantages of this proposed technique are better donor site
morbidity, easy implementation, simultaneous coverage of complex defects, primary closure of donor
site, avoidance of long-term immobilization and related complication such as shoulder and elbow
stiffness, bad hygiene and avoidance of microsurgery and shorter surgery time.
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Introduction
Hand injury may cause the tendons, cartilage, bones, nerves, and joints to become exposed. To
maintain hand function and to protect a hand’s vital structures, good coverage must be achieved as part
of the repair process (1, 2). Appropriate skin coverage protects the vital structures of the hand through
which hand function is maintained (3). Adequate soft tissue coverage is a cornerstone for successful
hand reconstruction in traumatized patients which provides the possibility of hand mobilization and
rehabilitation. Reverse radial forearm flap is a reliable option used to cover hand defects with small to
medium-sized (4, 5). The reverse radial forearm flap has been used for soft-tissue hand defect surgical
procedures worldwide. However, the one of the major drawbacks of the flap is donor site morbidity, as
the donor site is closed with a skin graft (1).The reverse radial forearm flap became very popular in the
reconstruction of soft tissues of hands and fingers due to its flexibility and rich vascular network. This
technique was first used by Lin et al in 1984 (6). Many types of flaps for dorsal and palmar defects of
the hand have been described in the literature (7). The flap preference for hand defects is often related
to a surgeon’s experience, the injury site, and the vascular form of the patient’s hand and forearm. Ideal
flap coverage must provide restoration of hand function and minimize donor site morbidity (8). Reverse
radial forearm flap construction is not a microvascular technique and is used successfully and
effectively for soft-tissue hand defects when deep vital structures such as joints, bones, or tendons are
exposed (4, 9-11). In this case report, a modified application of reverse radial adipofascial forearm flap
for the simultaneous reconstruction of the palm for traumatic defect is presented.
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Case Presentation
In the present study, the patient was a 42- year-old man with a history of right palmar avulsion trauma
in a car accident (Figure 1). The right palm has been exposed. At first this patient underwent a skin
graft twice, Unfortunately, due to lack of muscle bulk, the patient suffered from severe pain and
improper function in the right hand. The patient was then candidate for radial adipofascial forearm
pedicle flap surgery. Patient hand vascular competencies were confirmed by an Allen’s test and a
portable Doppler ultrasound scan.

Figure 1. The defect of the right palmar due to car accident trauma in 42- year-old man
Surgical Technique
Before surgery competencies of palmar arch avaluated with Allen’s test and a portable Doppler
ultrasound scan.A longitudinal line was drown along the radial artery in the forearm representing the
axis of the flap. A distally based reverse radial adipofascial forearm flap with a dimension 15*7cm was
planned (Figure 2). First, the graft was excised on the hand. Then the forearm adipofascial flap without
skin was gradually released and elevated in proximal to distal fashion on the distal radial artery and
concomitant veins after ligation of vessels at proximal site.

Figure 2. Flap dimensions are designed according to the size of the defect
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Then, flap was transposed to the palmar defect area. After that the flap insetting, the donor defect was
closed primarily (Figure 3). After 5 days, the patient underwent a split thickness skin graft from the
right thigh to cover the flap (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. (A)The graft was excised on the hand. (B, C, D) Then the forearm flap was gradually
released and was elevated. (E)Then, flap was transposed to the palmar defect area.
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Figure 4. After 5 days, the patient underwent a split thickness skin graft from the right groin to cover
the flap.
Result
After surgery, a satisfactory coverage is observed in the recipient area. Although, longer time will be
needed for complete evaluation of hand function but in early post operative period hand function and
pain improved with compared to pre operative time. The advantages of this proposed technique are
better donor site morbidity, easy implementation, simultaneous coverage of complex defects, avoidance
of long-term immobilization and related complication such as shoulder and elbow stiffness, bad hygiene
and avoidance of microsurgery and shorter surgery time. In addition, in this approach donor site is
closed primarily and ensures a simultaneous repair of complex wounds with multiple vital anatomical
structures (Figure 5).

Figure 5. A satisfactory coverage is observed in the recipient areas
Discussion
Hand trauma occurs with considerable frequency in the world. The most common causes of hand trauma
are road traffic accidents, fireworks injuries, and industrial trauma (12). Injuries of the hand render deep
structures including tendons, nerves, vessels, bone and joints to become exposed (13). Adequate soft
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tissue coverage is a cornerstone for successful hand reconstruction in traumatized patients which
provides the possibility of hand mobilization and rehabilitation (4, 5). In armamentarium of plastic
surgery, reconstruction of soft tissues of hand is a difficult task in order to maintain the good function
of the hand as well as cosmesis along with keep the coverage of all vital structures of the hand (14-17).
In the literature review, different types of flaps have been described for the dorsal and palmer soft tissue
defects of the hand. Options of different local flaps are available in the hand, however, they only provide
coverage for small wounds (17). The reconstruction option for soft-tissue hand defects lies between
using a distant flap pedicled on the groin and a microsurgical flap using microvascular techniques or
local perforator flaps (5). Palmar injuries that involve separate soft-tissue defects challenge
reconstruction. In addition, the presence of multiple wounds and complex further highlights this
problem of reconstruction. Studies have shown that soft tissue coverage of palmar defects with
appropriate tendon reconstruction is the best approach for optimal hand function (5, 18). In this study,
we presented reverse flow perforator-based radial adipofascial forearm flap to reconstruct forearm flap
and palmar defects after trauma from a car accident. Cutaneous vascular perfusion is accomplished
through a layered, three-dimensional network of vessels. The three-dimensional vascular network
displays many interconnected branches that link vessels both in a vertical direction i.e. muscular to
fascial to subcutaneous to cutaneous and in a horizontal direction i.e. fascial to fascial, subcutaneous to
subcutaneous, cutaneous to cutaneous (19, 20). For any wound on any part of the body wound coverage
can be done by using local pedicle flaps, distance pedicle flaps or with the free flaps (21). Distant
pedicled flaps would also require a long period of immobilization and a two-staged approach for palmar
reconstruction with long periods of splinting and physical rehabilitation. Similarly, free flaps are
inappropriate compared to the technique presented in this study because of the need for microsurgery
and related potential complications (9).
Each technique has its own advantages and limitations. The technique presented in this study is useful
because it simultaneously covers the palmar defects. It also avoids immobilization and related
complications, i.e. contracture of the involved joints, boutonniere deformity, etc. Split reverse radial
forearm perforator-based flap also avoids microsurgery, its related complications, postoperative
microsurgery precautions and possible failure of anastomosis. It is also easy to perform this technique
because recipient and donor sites are in the same surgical field. The donor site morbidity is acceptable
as it is closed primarily. Finally, this approach ensures a simultaneous repair of complex wounds with
multiple vital anatomical structures, i.e. bone, tendon, joint, and soft tissue (1, 5).
Conclusion
The use of reverse radial adipofascial forearm flap technique to reconstruct palmar traumatic defect
leads to confident coverage of the hand with a strong blood supply and primary closure of the donor
site, thereby eliminating complications from the conventional radial forearm flap donor site. This
approach ensures a simultaneous repair of complex wounds with multiple vital anatomical structures.
Also, the reverse radial forearm flap provides an effective, robust and versatile reconstructive option
for upper extremity soft-tissue defects with constant anatomy. In addition, this technique has a good
cosmetic result.
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